A new automatic quadrangle mesh generation method for Boundary Face Method
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Abstract

A new quadrangle mesh generation method is proposed in this paper. First, the target face is divided into several sub-faces. Then, an appropriate method is selected to generate quadrangle mesh in each sub-face. Finally, the mesh data of target face is obtained by merging the data of sub-faces. For the simple sub-face, mapping is selected to generate quadrangle mesh, while for the face with hole or keyway, a method based on divide block which combining mapping with Q-Morph is used to generate quadrangle mesh. The divide block method consists of the following main steps: The first step, the location of small feature such as hole and keyway is determined. The second step, the quadrangle meshes which are covered by small feature are eliminated from background grid, and unstructured quadrangle mesh is generated in this region by the method of Q-Morph. The third step, the mesh of target face is obtained by combining the background grid and the unstructured quadrangle mesh. The new method makes full use of mapping’s advantages of high efficiency and high-quality mesh and Q-Morph’s advantages of powerful geometric adaptive capacity. The generated mesh contains the majority of structured mesh and the minority of unstructured mesh. Moreover, the meshes at boundaries are high-quality structured mesh.
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